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TheAppleGoogle Offers Mac Data Recovery Software at 70% Off
Published on 01/14/12
TheAppleGoogle has partnered with the developers of the popular Recovery Guru software for
Mac that allows users to restore deleted files and have their files with them when they
n
run this piece of genius and you should find that file listed. Just hit the recover
b
we are offering this handy tool at a 70% off discount.
Mumbai, India - Oh no! Did you just delete that precious picture or that soothing music or
m
do you now? Well, let me introduce to you a software that should definitely be on your Mac
s
TheAppleGoogle has partnered with the developers of the popular Recovery Guru software for
Mac that allows users to restore deleted files and have their files with them when they
need them. In this one time deal with TheAppleGoogle, the software is being offered for
just $29 instead of $99 at a flat discount of 70%.
M
just run this piece of genius and you should find that file listed. Just hit the recover
b
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break-through one time deal, you get to keep this handy tool on your Mac. If you delete
any file at anytime and want to restore it, you will just have to run this and it would
automatically retrieve the desired file.
TheAppleGoogle:
http://theapplegoogle.com/
Mac OS Recovery Guru:
http://theapplegoogle.com/deals
More Info:
http://www.macosxfilerecovery.com/datarecoveryproducts/data-recovery-guru/

TheAppleGoogle is at the heart of everything Applish and Googlish. With thousands of page
views per month, the website is loved by users worldwide. At TheAppleGoogle, it is our
mission to bring to the fore leading developments related to Apple and Google and thus we
have started the highly acclaimed DevDialogue and AppSpark. We provide extensive reviews
of applications, cover news and events, feature extensions and cases weekly and loads
more. With the latest deals platform, we intend to offer incredible Apps at a discounted
price to help readers save a little cash. Copyright (C) 2012 TheAppleGoogle. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod, iPad and Macintosh are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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